It has been shown that the delay of a target path can be composed linearly of other path delays. If the later paths are robustly testable (with known delay values), the target path can then be validated through simple calculation. Yet, no decomposition process is available to find paths that satisfy the above property. In this paper, given a set of target critical paths, we propose a two-stage method to find a set of robust-testable paths (with smaller number than the original set). The first stage constructs a necessary subset for critical robust paths, and the second stage identifies remaining functional sensitizable segments and their corresponding composing robust paths. The experiments show that a large percentage (several benchmarks close to 100%, 75% on average) of critical paths can be covered for most circuits. All paths and coverage are verified to match the best possible results. The data also indicate that the remaining hard-totest (functional sensitizable) paths actually result from only a few tens of segments in the circuit (except for one circuit, s35932). DfT technique can then be applied to these uncovered segments for full testability with small overheads.
INTRODUCTION
Due to increasing process variability, path delay fault testing is widely implemented to ensure circuit performance quality. Yet, several key problems in testing path delay faults are lacked for practical solution: (1) Since no complete path delay fault coverage is achievable (the number of path explodes), critical or longest paths are selected for testing. However, the number of "most critical" paths grow dramatically for most highly-optimized circuits, which renders the selection process meaningless. (2)Even we have well-defined critical paths (paths longer than a specified period), ATPG tools cannot find all appropriate patterns to guarantee test quality, especially for functionally sensitized faults [1] . The test generation for these faults is so complex that the resulting patterns often cannot test paths in full confidence. [2, 3] observed that the delay of a target path can be expressed as a linear combination of other path delays. Hence it is not necessary to test all paths if a subset of paths can be tested with known path delays. Subsequently, [4] introduced the concept of utilizing a small set of testable paths to bound circuit delays. Though conceptually interesting, the proposed method is not used in full scale. In practice, the test method requires more test time and produces limited knowledge about uncovered critical paths (the original goal is on speed binning). Therefore, it is not straightforward to apply to test chip DPM level.
Based on the above findings, we proposed a method to find robustly-testable basis paths for a given set of critical paths. The objective is to decompose each critical path into comprising basis paths. We can ameliorate the problem of test time if we keep a reasonable number of final to-be-tested bases paths, say, hundreds to thousands. More importantly, many functional sensitizable paths will be validated without testing them directly. It is important to minimize the number of targeting functional-sensitizable paths. Very often, the ATPG process for these functional sensitizable paths are very time-consuming or even fail to find average-quality test patterns. The treatment of these hard-to-test faults, modeled as primitive faults [5, 6, [6] [7] [8] , remains an open problem in the domain of delay testing.
In our proposed method, we utilize a similar path graph as in [4] to store path information. Basically, the path graph is a duplicate representation of circuit graph with the following property: a path is in the path graph only and only if the path has known path delay after tests. The path delays (of paths in the graph) are obtained either by direct testing or calculation from other path delays. Therefore, we transform our problem to finding paths for constructing a compact path graph with as many critical paths covered as possible. The flow of the overall procedure can be described in the following 3 major steps:
Step 1 Critical path selection Arbitrary selection tool can be used to specify the target set of paths for testing, such as the one proposed in [9] if statistical models are applied. The critical paths can be sensitized with different criteria: Robust, Non-Robust, Functional Sensitizable (FS), and untestable. We usually first filter out untestable paths after this step (to avoid further processing).
Step 2 Construct a path graph with critical robust path Next, we select a few robust paths from the target set of critical paths, and use these robust paths to construct a base path graph. This step processes only robust faults to improve the overall efficiency, since they are easily testable and do not require the following steps. The complete procedure for Step 2 is described in Section 3.
Step 3 Add non-critical robust paths for uncovered FS paths For the remaining FS paths, which is critical but not covered by the above path graph, we propose a method (Section 4) to search additional non-critical robust paths to augment the above path graph.
For this purpose, we analyze several generic cases of path graph for the general solution.
CIRCUIT MODEL
Before describing details of the proposed method, several terminologies are referenced in this section.
Circuit Graph and Path Graph
We assume that all paths can be traced in a gate-level circuit model. In order to provide the linear structure for path delays, we represent the circuit in a circuit graph. The nodes in the circuit graph represent the converging fanin or diverging fanout points. For example, a two-input gate will become a node, since at least two different paths will converge at the gate. And a gate with fanout branch is also a node, since multiple paths will lead to POs from the node. An example circuit and its equivalent graph are given in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively.
Path graph is a collection of paths in the circuit. The main purpose of a path graph is to represent a set of paths non-enumeratively [10] . It also holds a property that any path in the path graph has known path delay after tests. In other words, if a path can be traced in a path graph, the path is either robust-testable or the path delay is a linear combination of other robust-testable path delays [4] . An example of path graph is shown in Fig. 3 , where we have 4 independent paths from the original circuit graph (Fig. 2) . Note that rising and falling transitions for paths are considered but shown in the path graph in order to simplify discussion. 
Simplified Circuit/Path Graph
The circuit graph shown in Fig. 2 implies that each edge represent a pin-pin delay. We can actually simplify the graph significantly with the following transformation rules. The resulting graph contains less nodes and edges, and hence requires less processing in the later procedure. It is important to note that Rule 3 and 4 are vital in the identifica- tion of properties of edges, which will be further used in Section 3. Even though all transformed graphs are equivalent, if Rule 3 and 4 are not applied, special treatments of PIs/POs should be considered otherwise. Note that an edge is also called a segment in the following discussion, and multiple connected edges constitute a sub-path. In order to be compatible with simplified circuit graph, the same segments and nodes should be applied to the path graph (simplified path graph).
Rule 1 Merge a node with single fanout to its successor
As shown in the partial circuit graph (Fig. 4) , the node, n2, has a single fanout. The delay of the edge, S1, can be merged into each of S2, S3 and S4. And the resulting graph in the right contains the same information.
Rule 2 Merge a node with single fanin to its predecessor Same as Rule 1, but applied to a single fanin condition.
Rule 3 Merge all PI nodes
All PI nodes can be identified by their fanout edges, so specifying individual PI nodes is not necessary. For example, in Fig. 2 , both fan-outs of P I2, P I2n2 and P I2n3, can be identified unambiguously regardless of label of P I2, so we can merge P I2 with any other PI nodes.
Rule 4 Merge all PO nodes
Same as Rule 3, but applied to POs. 
CONSTRUCT BASE PATH GRAPH
After selecting a set of target critical paths, the next step in our method is to construct a base path graph from a subset of robust paths. It is important that we obtain only the necessary robust paths in this step. Also since our procedure is not influenced by the order of selection, we would be able to handle each robust path one by one. Fig. 6 is the flow to add one robust path to path graph. We will continue the process until all critical robust paths are covered by the path graph. For a path, each segment on the path will be checked if it's in the path graph or not. We need to handle the following three possible situations:
Covered segments
If there is a sub-path of the to-be-added path connecting to PI or PO in the path graph, we will consider any segment on the sub-path as covered. If all segments on the to-be-added path are covered, the path will be processed in Section 3.1. Basically we use the new path to merge nodes in the path graph.
Overlapping segments
If a segment is in the path graph, but not a covered segment. The segment is considered as overlapping (not covered) case. We will add the path containing such segments to the path graph and handle the duplication of sub-paths in Section 3.2.
Missing segments
If a segment is not found in the path graph (the to-beadded path is a prime with respect to the current path graph), it will also be process in Section 3.2. Though this case will be handled in the same way as overlapping segments, the distinction will be further utilized in Section 4 for adding non-critical paths.
Covered Segments
If all segments in path P are covered and P is not in path graph, there exists at least one node to split the path P into two sub-paths, and each sub-path is covered but not connected together in the path graph. Otherwise, we will have a covered path (which is already filtered out in the second box of Fig. 6 ). For example, in Fig. 7 , a path P = (S1, S2, S3) is added to path graph. Sub-path P1 = (S1, S2) and P2 = (S3) are covered in path graph. Under such condition, we know that node pair n2 and n2 actually split P to P1 and P2. (n2 and n2 correspond to the same n2 node in the circuit graph, but they are covered by different paths to PI/PO: (S1, S2, S5) and (S4, S2, S3) in our example. We call n2 and n2 node copies of n2.) Therefore, after P is added to path graph, according to the following Merge Property, n2 and n2 can be merged (Fig. 8) . The merging process is important, because more covered critical paths can be found. Otherwise, we will select more robust paths to covered these cases.
Note that there might be other candidate nodes to be merged, such as n1 and n1 in path graph. The merged results are shown in Fig. 9 . Proof. We will use the path graph in Fig. 10 as an example to proof the above property. Generalization to multiple node copies and multiple segments is trivial. Given the three paths in the path graph, P1, P2 and P3, after tests, we know their respective delays as DP 1 , DP 2 and DP 3 . We know DP 1 = DS 1 +DS 3 , DP 2 = DS 1 +DS 4 and DP 3 = DS 2 +DS 4 . For the target path P4 = (S2, S3):
Therefore, P4 is actually covered by the path graph. We can safely add S2 from PO to n1. Finally, we find that n1 and n1 have exactly the same sub-paths to PI, and hence they can be merged (Fig. 11) . 
Overlapping and Missing Segments
When the robust path has either overlapping or missing segments, these segments will be added to path graph. Usually the addition of new segments involves copying existing nodes (producing node copies). Of course, if there is a covered segment, it will simply be ignored, but the new segments will be appended to these covered segments. (More examples will be provided later).
After the path is added, a special type of linear relations (same sub-paths appearing at different node copies) will emerge in the path graph. They should be handled properly according to Copy Property to keep the path graph optimal.
Property 2 (Copy).
If a sub-path appear at different node copies, any other sub-paths share the same end nodes of the sub-path will also appear at all node copies.
Proof. A special case in Fig. 12 will be considered. Generalization to other cases is omitted. For the partial path graph in the figure, we can always find two paths containing S1 and S2: P1 = (Sa, S1, S b ), and P2 = (Sa, S2, S b ) and DP 1 = DS a + DS 1 + DS b and DP 2 = DS a + DS 2 + DS 3
Then we can get the delay difference of S1 and S2 by:
Therefore, after tests, the difference of delays of S1 and S2 is obtained. And consider another tested path P3 = (Sc, S1, S d ) in the left-bottom path graph (the S 1 between n1 and n2 of Fig. 12 ). We can also obtain the delay of P4 = (Sc, S2, S d ), where DP 4 = DP 3 + DP 2 − DP 1 . Since the delay of P4 is known, S 2 can be copied between n1 and n2 (right-hand side of Fig. 12 ). Note that two possible situations can occur for finding sub-path copies: (1)the newly added sub-path P copy all shared sub-paths connected to the same end-nodes of the original P . (2)All shared sub-paths connected to the same end-nodes of the newly added sub-path P are copied to the original P .
In the following, we will use an example to illustrate the addition of overlapping or missing paths, and the handling of sub-path copies. In Fig. 13 , P = (S1, S2, S3, S4) is the path to be added to path graph G. S1 and S4 are covered segments, S2 is a overlapping segment and S3 is a missing segment. Since S2 has two copies in G, S6 should be shared by both copies. Therefore, we copy S6 to S 2 in Fig. 15 .
There is another segment with two copies: S7 and S 7 . All shared sub-paths are copied (Fig. 16) . From this example, we can see that the copying of shared sub-paths requires several level of processing until no segment copies are left out. After we construct a base path graph from critical robust paths, we can guarantee that all critical robust paths will be covered. Otherwise, the uncovered robust paths will be chosen as another "prime" path for the graph. In this section, we propose a method to handle the remaining critical FS (functional sensitizable) paths. It is also important that the decomposition of these FS paths will require non-critical robust paths, or it should have been covered. Our method consists of two major phases (Fig. 17) . The objective of the first phase is to make missing segments of FS paths to become overlapping ones (Section 3) in the path graph. Next, in the second phase, we will try to select robust paths to transform all segments as covered in the path graph. Respective description of each phase is as follows.
HANDLE UNCOVERED FS PATH

Phase 1: Include Non-existent Segments
In this phase, as long as we find one robust path containing any missing segments, the segments will be included in the path graph. Hence the path containing the segments will be eligible as covered candidates (for next phase). It is found that many FS paths share common missing segments. To avoid processing individual segments multiple times, we first scan remaining paths and collect their corresponding missing segments. Then robust paths will be selected to cover these segments.
Yet another way to improve efficiency is to store functional sensitizable segments that are not contained in any robust paths. If any paths have these FS segments (usually short segments), the paths will never be covered by the path graph. Techniques in [11, 12] can be adapted for FS segments.
The search of robust paths has to observe the following rule: once it is added to the path graph, the less additional (overlapping) segments, the less complexity will be for the next phase. Since in the next phase we need to process all added segments, we would like to keep this number as low as possible. An analogy to solving linear equations: added segments correspond to additional unknown variables. For each additional unknown variable, we need at least include one new equation (robust paths in our discussion). 
Phase 2: Cover FS Segments
Since now we only have additional (overlapping) segments to be processed, our objective is to transform these segments into "covered". The key technique is to merge node copies that are induced by separate paths. For example, in Fig. 18 , we only have P1 = (S1, S2) and P2 = (S3, S4), so there is a pair of node copies: n1 and n1 . As we know that segments in the path graph, (S1, S2, S3, S4) can be a sub-path containing overlapping segments of a FS critical path. If we are able to merge n1 and n1 , these segments will be marked as covered and hence the path containing these segments. In the following, we list all possible ways to merge these two nodes, where the path graph configuration is generic (not just an example) and we can extend it to other cases:
1. One-path selection Select P3 as either P3 = (S1, S4) or P3 = (S3, S2). According to the Merge Property, after we add P3, since from either n1 or n1 we have have the same sub-path (S4 or S2) to PO, n1 and n1 are merged.
2. Two-path selection Select P3 and P4 as either
After the addition of these two paths, n1 and n1 are merged. In Fig. 18 , PI and PO of path (S5, S6) are drawn as separate nodes to denote that it is a new path, but actually there should be just one node for PI and PO.
3. Three-path selection Select P3, P4 and P5 as either
This is the most complex scenario we need to consider. After adding all the paths, n1 and n1 can be merged
In our findings, the major bottleneck in these path selection processes is the complexity to check robustness of each new path. It is suggested that only partial ATPG is performed initially to choose possible robust candidate paths (only propagate/imply mandatory assignments), and full ATPG can be delayed until it is necessary to confirm the robustness of a path. 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our method, experiments have been conducted with combinational parts of ISCAS89 benchmarks (Table 1) . A set of critical paths is chosen for each circuit with a specified cut-off period (2nd columns): all paths with delays exceeding the cut-off period are selected (a cell library is used to derive cell delays). For each circuit, two different cut-off periods are chosen to show results based on different critical path sets. The critical paths are sorted into two categories: robust (3rd column) and functional sensitizable (4th column). The total of these two sets of paths is the number of testable paths.
The results after Step 2 (Section 3) are recorded in column 5-7, while the results after Step 3 (Section 4) are in column 8-10. The last column list the CPU time spent on the Step 2 and 3. After each major step, the critical paths are further sorted as Basis (column 5 and 8) or Uncovered FS paths (column 6 and 9). The paths in Basis set will be tested at a ATE for their path delays. The remaining Uncovered FS paths require additional ATPG efforts to generate appropriate test patterns. For column 8 and 9, an related percentage is listed for reference. At column 8 (# New Basis Path), we show the percentage of selected basis path out of total number of critical paths. And the column 9 list the coverage of covered paths, which is defined as the number of covered paths divided by the number of total paths.
Comparing the results of Step 2 and 3, we found that choosing more paths from non-critical robust is essential.
Certain circuits can benefit from the selection. For example, in s38584, the FS paths are reduced from 3085 to 2020 after step 2, and further reduce to only 640 at Step 3 with only an increase of 38 paths.
From the table, we found that with a small set of Basis paths (mostly under 10%), a large percentage of FS paths are covered (column 9). Our propose method can effectively reduce both the number of to-be-tested paths (test time) and the number of FS paths for test generation (test development complexity).
The coverage of final FS paths are circuit-dependent. Two exceptions are singled out in the table: s713 and s35932. For s713, we only have around 40% of covered critical paths. Yet, even in this circuit, for all uncovered FS paths, there are actually very few FS segments not covered in our calculation. The number of Uncovered segments after Step 2 and 3 are listed in Column 7 and 10, respectively. Notice that after Step 3, the number is reduced to under a few tens for most circuits. This is significant because we can actually develop DfT (Design-for-Testability) techniques to make these segments robustly-testable. With little extra hardware overheads (the number of uncovered segments), the proposed method in this paper can render the circuits completely path-delay-fault testable. Note that cut-off period is not a important factor in affecting the final results.
There is another anomaly, s35932, in our benchmark. There is no critical robust paths and only 9-15% of critical paths are covered. Even worse, there are 1536 remaining uncovered segments. After manual inspection of the circuit topology, we found that the possible reason for this case is that most FS segments in s35932 are short and connected in series together to form a longer paths. An example of FS segments is shown in Fig.19 . There are two short FS segments in the example (marked with bold lines). Further reviews found that similar segments appear repeatively in the circuit. Actually, these FS segments are not difficult cases for ATPGs, since they are short and there is no complex reconverging structures. Further investigation including full primitive fault analysis is required for this circuit.
Verification of Path Structures
In order to verify that the described method indeed construct a correct path graph, and the delays of covered paths can be calculated by other path delays contained in the path graph, a procedure is proposed below: We denote all segments in circuit graph as Sj, where j = 1, . . . m. A path matrix is constructed to represent a path graph. Each row represents a path in the path graph. For example, the ith row is for Pi. The elements at each row denote whether a segment is contained in a path. Given a path matrix P (which only contains rows of selected robust paths), we can verify if a FS path is covered by adding an additional row for the FS path. If the rank of new matrix remains unchanged, we know that this path is covered. On the other hand, if we add an uncovered path to the matrix, the rank of the new matrix will increment by one. With this method, we test all covered and uncovered FS paths (coding with a linear algebra package, Octave [13] ). All paths are verified to be correctly categorized.
